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Statement:

We oppose the planned visit of the US President Barack
Obama to Hiroshima

The summit is a conference of warmongers and plunderers representing the interest of financial and
military big powers of only seven countries called the G7 to discuss how to share and rule the markets and
resources and their sphere of influence over the world. The main agenda will be a new Korean war (i.e.
nuclear war) to overthrow the North Korean regime. Obama is to play the leading role of this war meeting
as the possessor of the world’s largest nuclear military force. On his visit to the city of Hiroshima, Obama
will be accompanied by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, whose Cabinet passed a new law permitting Japan to
engage in war and trampled on the peoples’ anti-war voices with the A-bomb victims at the forefront of the
struggle.  Further, the Abe administration decided  in a recent Cabinet meeting  that “both  the use and  the
possession of nuclear weapons is constitutional” (April 1, 2016), reversing the previous interpretation of
the Constitution that Japan can never participate in war.  Abe insists that Obama’s visit will be a major
force for the realization of a world free from nuclear weapons. But these words are utterly deceptive.

We must not allow Obama to set foot in the Peace Park with his ”nuclear football.” 
The United States is the world’s largest nuclear military power and one that is continuing to wage

destruction and slaughter by air raids in the Middle East and continues to use Okinawa island to house its
base and prepare for a new war: a nuclear war on the Korean peninsula. And Obama is the commander in
chief of the United States Armies.  How can we call this warmonger “a figure of hope for the elimination of
nuclear weapons” or a “messenger of peace”? Moreover, Obama intends to come to Hiroshima with his
emergency “nuclear football.” We must never allow his visit to Hiroshima!

Obama and the US government have repeatedly refused to apologize for the atomic bombings on
Hiroshima. This declaration means that Obama and his government do not allow any attempt to question the
legitimacy of the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. By inviting Obama to Hiroshima, Abe
himself has tried to deny the responsibility for Japan’s war of aggression just as Obama evades US
responsibility for the A-bombs. By denying responsibility for the war, Abe aims to open a way toward a
new imperialist war: nuclear war.

What Obama actually said in his Prague speech is the maintenance of the nuclear monopoly and ability
to carry out nuclear war by US:”As long as these weapons exist, the United States will maintain a safe,
secure and effective arsenal to deter any adversary... But we go forward with no illusions. Some countries
will break the rules. That’s why we need a structure in place that ensures when any nation does, they will
face conse-quences.” This is the crux of Obama‘s Prague speech in April 2009.

In fact, the Obama admini-stration has been maintaining and evolving its nuclear forces. Obama plans to
spend $1 trillion (more than 100 trillion yen) to modernize nuclear weapons over 30 years. For this reason,
12 subcritical nuclear tests and new types of nuclear tests were carried out between November 2010 and
2014.   In addition,  the USA has entirely opposed on many occasions any resolution  for banning nuclear
weapons. The very person who has strongly supported this outrageous USA policy is Abe, who insists on
the need for a nuclear deterrent while advocating Japan as the “only bombed nation” in the world.  Abe’s
aim is that Japan becomes ”a potential nuclear power” by restarting nuclear power plants anddeveloping
rocket technology. With the recent Cabinet decision that both the possession and use of nuclear weapons
are constitutional, the Abe administration has explicitly revealed its intention for nuclear armament. 

“The USA must monopolize nuclear weapons.” “The nation which does not follow the USA’s rules
should face consequences.” This logic to justify nuclear monopoly and nuclear war is totally incompatible
with the anti-war will of the workers and people, most of all the survivors of the atom bombs, known as
the hibakusha.

Obama is preparing a new nuclear war all while he is making deceitful propaganda by talking about “a
world without nuclear weapons.”
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This January, Obama dispatched the strategic nuclear bomber B52 over the Korean Peninsula to counter
North Korea’s nuclear tests with the aim of demonstrating that the US was ready to actually carry out a
nuclear war. Then from March through April, he enforced the largest US-ROK joint military exercises ever
on the assumption of a nuclear war. On February 24th, USFK (the United States Forces Korea) commander
testified at the US House of Represen-tatives Armed Services Committee hearing: “If a collision occurs on
the Korean Peninsula, the situation becomes the equal to that of the WWII. The scale of troops and weapons
involved is comparable to that of the Korean War or the WWII. There will be a great number of dead and
wounded due to its more complicated character.”

The USA military is now thoroughly calculating and intends to execute a plan of a Korean war (nuclear
war), one which will exceed the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the orders of Obama, commander
in chief.

In short, by visiting Hiroshima, Obama seeks to deceive the survivors and working people of the world
as if he is striving for nuclear disarmament all while he aims to get the approval for his nuclear strikes
on North Korea.  There  is no  room  for  reconciliation or  compromise between Obama and  us Hiroshima
people who have been fighting against nuclear weapons and war since August 6th, 1945.

The unity and international solidarity of the working class people has the power to abolish nuclear arms.
People say that when Obama comes to Hiroshima and visits the Peace Museum, he will be more serious

in working for the abolition of nuclear arms. But this is a groundless illusion. What was the content of the
review of US Secretary of State Kerry, who visited the Peace Memorial Museum and “sincerely” viewed
the exhibition after the G7 Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in April?  He wrote: “War must not be the first
means but the last resort.”

That was Kerry’s immediate impression of the Peace Museum. And still they Kerry and Obama alike are
preaching the need to maintain the war (that is, a nuclear war) as a last resort! The rulers of the United
States have enough knowledge about the reality of the nuclear explosion through the findings of the ABCC
(Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission) research, including the cases of serious internal exposure, and have
long concealed the facts and materials regarding nuclear disaster. That is why they will by no means renounce
the nuke as a final weapon.

War and the nuke are indispensable for the capitalists and the dominant power of the 1% to rule and
divide the working people of the 99%: they try to bring antagonism among working people of the world and
force them to kill each other for the interests of imperialism. We are witnessing the politics of “killing
workers” such as dismissal, irregularization, ultra-low wages and overwork, and the politics of suppressing
struggles such as those against war, nuclear arms and power,and military bases. The aggressive war (nuclear
war) is the continuation of these politics and it’s Obama and Abe who are enforcing these politics.

We reject the idea to ask Obama and Abe to make efforts for peace or to take countermeasures by means
of nuclear weapons like the rulers of North Korea and China. Instead, the working people of the 99% will
unite and achieve international solidarity to fight back firmly against the rulers of the 1%. This is the only
way to eliminate war and nuclear arms. The primary task we have to do is forming solidarity with the
KCTU (Korean Confederation of Trade Unions), who is fighting with repeated decisive general strikes
against the new Korean war being prepared by the “Korea-USA-Japan military alliance.”

We call upon all citizens to participate in the demonstrations on May 26th-27th against the visit of
Obama to Hiroshima, shoulder to shoulder with atomic bomb sufferers who stand fast to their anti-war and
anti-nuclear principle in solidarity with fighting labor unions and student councils.

Action Committee for the 71st Anniversary of the Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima on August 6th
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